The uncanny valley (UV) hypothesis, which predicts that almost but not fully humanlike artificial characters elicit negative evaluations, has become increasingly influential. At the same time, the hypothesis has become associated with many computer-animated films that have aimed at high realism. In the present investigation, we tested whether semirealistic animated film characters do in fact elicit negative evaluations. Fifty-four participants were asked to evaluate five matched film excerpts from each of cartoonish, semirealistic, and human-acted films. Mixed model analyses were conducted to reduce the effects of participant and stimulus related confounds. Explicit selections made after the experiment confirmed that participants associated semirealistic film characters correctly with the UV. Semirealistic animated characters also received higher eeriness ratings than the other film characters. In particular, two semirealistic films 'Beowulf' and 'The Polar Express' were selected the most often explicitly, and 'Beowulf' also received higher eeriness ratings than any other film. Somewhat unexpectedly, cartoonish characters received the highest strangeness ratings and (after confound correction) the lowest likability ratings. Taken together, the present findings demonstrate that semirealistic animated film characters are more eerie than cartoonish characters or real actors, and hence provide evidence for the existence of the UV in animated film characters.
Introduction
Masahiro Mori, a Japanese robotics professor, predicted already in the 1970s that although increasingly humanlike robots would elicit positive affects, robots and other artificial devices that reached a threshold of being almost but not fully humanlike could elicit a profound sense of eeriness (Mori, 1970 (Mori, /2012 (Fig. 1) . Based on the shape of this hypothetical evaluative curve, Mori coined his hypothesis as the uncanny valley (UV). The UV hypothesis has been rediscovered during the ongoing millennium (Brenton et al., 2005; Gee et al., 2005; Hanson, 2005; MacDorman, 2005) , and it is at the present particularly relevant for computer graphics and animation technologies, which can arguably be used to produce the most realistic humanlike characters of today (e.g., Alexander et al., 2010) . Although realistic computergenerated faces and characters are not necessarily interactive; realistic, emotionally expressive, and virtually interactive animated characters can already be found in the cinema. In the present empirical study, we investigate whether semirealistic animated film characters show evidence of the UV hypothesis..
The UV hypothesis would predict that some animated film char-acters that are intended to appear realistic elicit negative affective reactions in viewers. Consistently, computer-animated films using state-of-the-art animation techniques, such as Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within (Aida et al., 2001) , The Polar Express (Goetzman et al., 2004) , and Beowulf (Rapke et al., 2007) , have aroused critical reviews in the media. For example, the critics have noted that the characters of Final Fantasy "look so real that it's creepy" (Kempley, 2001) , that "watching the humans in The Polar Express is like watching people through a smeary car windscreen" (Savlov, 2004) , and that "motion capture [the animation technique used] in Beowulf comes across as an unsatisfying compromise between animation and live action" (Ansen, 2007) . These and other similar films have been explicitly considered in the UV context in later film reviews (e.g., Gleiberman, 2011; Hill, 2011; Phillips, 2011; Robinson, 2007; Stevens, 2011) and technologically oriented magazine articles (e.g., Plantec, 2007; Perry, 2014; Weschler, 2002) . Such observations from film and technology experts provide anecdotal evidence for the existence of the UV in computer-animated films. Although anecdotal, this association has been repeatedly mentioned in empirical research as well (e.g., Bartneck et al., 2009; Brenton et al., 2005; Burleigh et al., 2013; Chaminade et al., 2007; Kaba, 2013; Looser and Wheatley, 2010; MacDorman et al., 2009; McDonnell et al., 2012; Misselhorn, 2009; Piwek et al., 2014; Pollick, 2010; Saygin et al., 2012; Steckenfinger and Ghazanfar, 2009; Tinwell et al., 2011; Tondu, 2012) , which indicates considerable academic interest in such possibility. Demonstrating that semirealistic animated film characters do elicit negative affective reactions in viewers would strengthen the UV hypothesis, which has to date received inconsistent empirical evidence (for recent reviews, see Kätsyri et al., 2015; Pollick, 2010; Wang et al., 2015) . This inconsistency may originate from the lack of consensus on the conceptual and operational definitions of the UV hypothesisin fact, a characteristic of the original UV formulation is that it is a "broadly applicable guidepost to designers in a variety of domains" (Pollick, 2010, pp. 70-71) rather than a precisely defined experimental hypothesis. We will first consider evidence from studies that have used strictly controlled stimulus continua ranging from fully artificial to fully realistic, such as those generated by image morphing (e.g., Cheetham et al., 2011; MacDorman, 2006; Yamada et al., 2013) , computergenerated imagery (CGI) (e.g., Burleigh et al., 2013; MacDorman et al., 2009) , and motion manipulation methods (e.g., Piwek et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2011) . Although the earliest image morphing studies provided evidence in favour of the UV hypothesis (Hanson, 2006; MacDorman and Ishiguro, 2006) , these findings could also be explained by uncontrolled image morphing artifacts (cf. MacDorman et al., 2009 ). The majority of recent studies have demonstrated that, contrary to the UV hypothesis, increasing human-likeness elicits increasingly positive evaluations (e.g., Experiment 1 in Burleigh et al., 2013; Cheetham et al., 2014; Looser and Wheatley, 2010; MacDorman et al., 2009; Piwek et al., 2014; Seyama and Nagayama, 2007; Thompson et al., 2011) . However, a minority of studies have demonstrated nonlinear changes that are consistent with the UV hypothesis (Experiment 2 in Burleigh et al., 2013; Ferrey et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2013) .
The inconsistency of the above findings could possibly originate from the fact that the UV would manifest itself only under very specific experimental conditions. A careful reading of Mori's original article (Mori, 1970 (Mori, /2012 reveals that he did not explicitly state that all kinds of possible human-likeness manipulations would lead to the UV. One possibility is that the UV is caused by a perceptual mismatch between artificial and realistic features. This suggestion is consistent with Mori's illustrative examples, such as a myoelectric hand that looks but does not feel human, and it has also received support from empirical studies (for a review, see Kätsyri et al., 2015) . For example, Seyama and Nagayama (2007) showed that a greater mismatch between the realism of the eyes and the rest of the face elicits more negative evaluations, with the most negative evaluations occurring for fully artificial eyes placed on a fully realistic face or vice versa. The authors also demonstrated that unrealistically large eyes appeared the most eerie on the most realistic faces. MacDorman et al. (2009) demonstrated similar eyes-face mismatch and eye enlargement effects for CGI faces. Mäkäräinen et al. (2014) found that exaggerated facial expressions are acceptable on cartoonish faces but appear increasingly strange on increasingly humanlike faces.
Recently, MacDorman and Chattopadhyay (2016) demonstrated that inconsistency between computer animated and real features causes humans and animals, but not objects, to appear eerier and colder. Other studies have demonstrated that individuals show increasing consensus when judging the range of aesthetic facial proportions on increasingly realistic faces (Green et al., 2008; MacDorman et al., 2009 ).
Although the above findings could be taken to imply that the UV exists and can be caused by either a perceptual mismatch between realistic and artificial features or a heightened sensitivity to deviations from human norms in highly realistic characters, this suggestion is not without problems. First, one should be careful in generalizing results from these relatively few experimental manipulations to all possible kinds of perceptual mismatches. Second, the above explanations cannot exclude the possibility that the UV could also be caused by yet some other explanatory mechanisms. Third, it remains uncertain whether the above experimental results can be generalized to natural stimuli. Rigorously controlled experimental UV studies are by necessity tied to narrow stimulus manipulations; for example, the above studies have focused predominantly on facial feature modifications. Testing whether the UV is caused by a specific stimulus manipulation out of various imaginable possibilities could be said to represent a "bottom up" approach for testing the UV hypothesis. Given that the UV still remains poorly understood, the risk is that the adopted stimulus manipulations are not fully relevant for the phenomenon.
An alternative "top down" approach would be to first test whether the UV phenomenon exists for natural stimuli and then investigate which specific features have caused it. Two recent studies have already provided positive evidence for the UV in images of human, prosthetic, and robot hands (Poliakoff et al., 2013) and images of real-world robot faces (Mathur and Reichling, 2016) . Other studies have already provided tentative evidence for the existence of the UV in video game characters. McDonnell et al. (2012) demonstrated that one of their most realistic rendering styles for computer-generated faces elicited low appeal. Schneider and Yang (2007) showed that almost but not fully human video game characters tend to receive low attractiveness ratings. Tinwell et al. (2010) showed that two of their studied video game characters that were not intended to appear eerie nevertheless received lower familiarity ratings than other similar characters. Furthermore, they also reported a negative correlation between audiovisual asynchrony and familiarity. Flach et al. (2012) studied the UV using animated film characters; however, they also included materials from various other sources, and their results were based only on visual inspection of data. Ho and MacDorman (2010) included film excerpts from two semirealistic animated films as a part of their questionnaire development; however, these films were not explicitly compared to other stimuli. To the best of our knowledge, no studies have yet studied the existence of the UV exclusively in animated film characters by comparing such characters to matched cartoonish and human stimuli.
To summarize, animated film characters could be used to test the validity of the UV hypothesis without making strict a priori assumptions about which specific features, mechanisms, or explanations cause the phenomenon. This is important because at the present the evidence for the UV appears to vary depending on the specific methods and assumptions (e.g., perceptual mismatch) adopted in each particular study. Although animated films are by no means the only possible naturalistic stimuli that can be used for testing the UV, they are particularly interesting because their anecdotal connection with the UV has been frequently noted in academia. In the present study, we test whether evaluations of animated film characters do show evidence of the UV. Specifically, we intend to compare cinematic materials extracted from semirealistic animated films to those of matched cartoonish animated films and human-acted films. Our aim is to include a comprehensive set of commercial motion-capture animated film characters into the semirealistic animation category. Motioncapture animation techniques are used to track a real actor's artistic performance and to replicate it on a computer-generated character. We focus specifically on motion-capture animation following the observation that the typically mentioned anecdotal examples of the UV -Final Fantasy (Aida et al., 2001) , The Polar Express (Goetzman et al., 2004) , and Beowulf (Rapke et al., 2007) in particular (see above for representative citations in academia)have applied this technique. With cartoonish animations, we refer to conventional computer animations that follow the common animation principle of exaggeration to produce simplified but appealing characters (Lasseter, 1987) .
A challenge of using animated film characters as research stimuli is that complete control over all possible confounding factors influencing their evaluations is not possible. Difficulties associated with the heterogeneity of research stimuli in studies with natural stimuli were noted already in the first empirical UV studies (MacDorman, 2006) . Some confounds should be expected for film stimuli in particular. Participants' expertise with animation technologies, previous familiarity with the UV phenomenon, and familiarity with the animated film genre are likely to influence their evaluations. Even more critically, confound factors are also likely to vary at the level of individual stimuli. For example, participants' previous familiarity with and liking of specific films are likely to influence how they evaluate individual films. Furthermore, the evaluations of specific film characters may be influenced by how appealing or appalling they have been intended to appear. Although absolute experimental control of such confound factors is not possible, their effects could be mitigated by including appropriate confound variables in the analyses. Ideally, confound variables that depend on both films and participants (e.g., whether a specific film has been seen by a specific participant) should be collected from the same participants who do the evaluations.
A necessary condition for demonstrating the existence of the UV in film characters would be that, after participants have been explained the UV hypothesis, they will associate it correctly with the semirealistic animated characters. This prediction can be tested by asking participants to explicitly indicate which characters in their opinion appear eerie in the sense of the UV, after they have been explained the UV hypothesis in detail. Such explicit evaluations can be collected after participants have first rated their immediate impressions of the film characters, so that these immediate evaluations are not confounded by the explicit explanation for the UV hypothesis. This leads to our first hypothesis.
H1. After participants have been explained the UV hypothesis, they will explicitly select semirealistic animated film characters as eerie more often than cartoonish animated film characters or human actors.
Empirical studies have adopted specific self-report items from Mori's (1970 Mori's ( /2012 original Japanese terms bukimi and shin-wakan to study the affective experience of the UV. Bukimi translates quite unequivocally as eeriness; however, shin-wakan does not have an undisputable translation and it has been translated varyingly as familiarity, affinity, warmth, and likability (Bartneck et al., 2009; Ho and MacDorman, 2010) . Familiarity would be a particularly problematic item for animated films, given that it is trivially confounded with participants' previous exposure with specific films and film characters. Most studies have adopted either eeriness (Hanson, 2006; MacDorman et al., 2009; MacDorman and Ishiguro, 2006; Thompson et al., 2011) , likability or its synonyms (Ferrey et al., 2015; Looser and Wheatley, 2010; Seyama and Nagayama, 2007) , or both eeriness and likability (Burleigh et al., 2013; McDonnell et al., 2012) to study the affective dimension of the UV. Following these previous conventions, we have adopted likability and eeriness to tap into the positive and negative reactions elicited by UV, respectively.
Based on the previous research, we made two opposing predictions. If greater human-likeness elicits greater positive affect, the positivity of evaluations should increase across cartoonish, semirealistic, and human characters. However, if the UV hypothesis holds true, semirealistic animated characters should elicit more negative evaluations than cartoonish and human characters. These alternative hypotheses can be formulated as follows.
H2a. Cartoonish animated film characters will be evaluated as more eerie and less likable than semirealistic animated film characters, which will be evaluated as more eerie and less likable than human actors.
H2b. Semirealistic animated film characters will be evaluated as more eerie and less likable than cartoonish animated film characters and human actors.
One tempting explanation for the UV is that stimuli falling between clearly artificial and clearly human categories elicit eeriness because they are difficult to categorize. Cheetham et al. (2011) were the first to demonstrate that image morphs between artificial and human faces are indeed perceived categorically. Formally, categorical perception requires demonstrating enhanced perceptual discrimination performance for stimuli that straddle a category boundary than for equally spaced stimuli that reside on the same side of the boundary (Goldstone and Hendrickson, 2010) . Studies fulfilling this strict criterion have not yet demonstrated that categorically ambiguous stimuli would elicit negative evaluations (for negative results, see Cheetham et al., 2014; Looser and Wheatley, 2010) . However, other studies using bistable images (Ferrey et al., 2015) and images of faces (Burleigh et al., 2013; Ferrey et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2013) have demonstrated that some intermediate stimuli located between artificial and realistic categories do elicit negative evaluations (however, see also MacDorman and Chattopadhyay, 2016) . In the present context, it is possible that semirealistic film characters would appear eerie because they are difficult to categorize as clearly artificial or clearly human. Although it is obviously not possible to test perceptual discrimination performance formally with natural film excerpts, we nevertheless expected that participants' subjective classification difficulty evaluations would show evidence of heightened difficulty for semirealistic characters. This led to our third hypothesis:
H3. Semirealistic animated film characters will be subjectively more difficult to categorize as human or nonhuman than cartoonish animated film characters or human actors.
Methods

Participants
54 participants (30 women) with a mean age of 23.4 years (SD=4.9) were recruited for the study. A majority of the participants were undergraduate (88%) or postgraduate (4%) students in Finnish universities or universities of applied sciences; the remaining participants (7%) had either a university degree or a higher vocational diploma and were employed in various occupations. All participants were native or fluent Finnish speakers and reported normal hearing and eyesight. Participants received two movie tickets for their participation. The present study was approved by the Aalto University Research Ethics committee, and it adhered to the tenets of the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki and the ethical principles established by the Finnish Advisory Board on Research Integrity (http:// www.tenk.fi/en/). All participants reported viewing full-length feature films on a regular basis. The majority of participants reported viewing feature films regularly on a monthly (50%) or weekly (39%) basis; the remaining participants viewed feature films less frequently than once per month (11%). In an evaluation of the three most liked and the three most disliked film genres, participants selected adventure (43%), comedy (37%), and drama (37%) as the most commonly liked ones; and horror (44%), family (44%), and romance (33%) as the most commonly disliked ones. Animation films were selected infrequently as either one of the most liked (15%) or one of the most disliked (7%) genres. About one half of the participants reported viewing animated feature films or television series regularly on a monthly (33%), weekly (20%), or daily (4%) basis; the remaining participants (41%) viewed animations less frequently than once per month; and one participant (2%) reported never viewing animations.
Design
The experiment used a 3 × 5 × 4 × 3 mixed design with film type (cartoonish animation, semirealistic animation, and real human actors), film (five films; nested within actor type), and film clip (four film clips; nested within film) as within-subjects factors and experimental group (three groups) as a between-subjects factor.
Film stimuli
Five films were included for each of the cartoonish animation (films C1 to C5), semirealistic animation (R1 to R5), and real human (H1 to H5) film type categories. Four short film clips (M=40 s, range 30-56 s) were extracted from each individual film. Selected films are listed in Table 1 , and full details on the selected films and film clips are available in Tables S1 and S2, respectively. All films were produced in North American film studios and were spoken in English. To create as naturalistic viewing conditions as possible and to avoid the extra cognitive burden of having to follow speech dialogue in a foreign language, Finnish subtitles were displayed on the bottom of the screen, which is the predominant norm in the Finnish cinema and television.
For the semirealistic animation films, our inclusion criteria were that the films should be fully computer-animated, implemented with motion-capture animation techniques, and intentionally aimed at high levels of human-likeness. Our decision to adopt motion-capture animation as an inclusion criteria was based on the observation that most animation films such as the The Polar Express (Goetzman et al., 2004) that have received common criticism in the UV context have used such techniques. We accepted only motion-capture animated films into the study to reduce variation in the animation techniques. A comprehensive list of all (seven) motion-capture animation films published since the year 2000 was first extracted from an Internet database (Box Office Mojo; http://www.boxofficemojo). One of these films (A Christmas Carol; Rapke et al., 2009 ) was excluded because its main character was an obvious caricature. Cartoonish animation and human-acted films (i.e., conventional feature films) were selected by matching them with the six semirealistic animation films on the basis of specific criteria. The main criterion was that the main actors' ages and genders should match those of the semirealistic films. For the cartoonish animations, films depicting other than human characters and films implemented with other than computer animation techniques (e.g., cel animation) were excluded. In an attempt to reduce variation in participants' previous familiarity with different films, films were matched with respect to their publication year, nondomestic gross profit (i.e., box office profit outside USA), and critical evaluations from both professionals and laymen.
Selection criteria for the four film clips were that they should depict social interactions between the main character and the other film characters, they should display the main character's face clearly (i.e., from front and from a close range), they should not display nudity or violence, and that their events should be reasonably understandable on their own. In an attempt to control for the emotional contents of films, a further selection criterion was that two of the selected clips should elicit pleasant emotions and two of the clips should elicit unpleasant emotions in the viewers. Valence (i.e., unpleasantness-pleasantness) was adopted as the selection criterion because a more fine-grained emotion classification would have required a much larger set of films (cf. Gross and Levenson, 1995) . Fourteen pre-test participants who did not take part in the main study evaluated the valence and arousal (see Section Measured variables) of the initial stimuli sequentially in three pilot sessions (4-5 participants per session). After each session, film clips whose median valence ratings fell on the opposite side of the valence scale than expected were replaced with new clips (in total, 8 out of 64 clips).
Thirteen additional participants who did not take part in the main study participated in a pilot evaluation. The human-likeness of film characters was evaluated using a similar index as in the main study (see Measured variables), except that evaluations were given on a 9-step rather than a 7-step scale. The results confirmed that human actors were more humanlike than the semirealistic animated characters, which were more humanlike than the cartoonish animated characters (Ms =8.87, 4.74, and 2.39), LMM analysis (see Section Analyses): F(2, 17)=922.85, p < 0.001. One of the allegedly semirealistic animated films (Monster House; Rapke et al., 2006) was dropped from the final selection because it received equally low human-likeness ratings (M=2.39) as the cartoonish characters, and hence did not fulfil the explicit inclusion criterion of high human-likeness. Correspondingly, one cartoonish animation (Jimmy Neutron; Hecht et al., 2001) and one human-acted film (Hugo; Depp et al., 2011) were dropped from the other categories, leaving five films for each film type. Statistics for these final films are shown in Table 2 . Non-parametric median tests confirmed that publication years, non-domestic gross profits, and critical evaluations did not differ significantly between film types. We used official DVD releases for all films. All DVDs used PAL format and were anamorphically encoded for widescreen displays. The films' aspect ratios varied between 1.78 and 2.40 depending on the film (Table S1 ).
Procedure
Participants arrived to the experiment in three groups (Ns =14, 19, and 21) such that all members in a specific group viewed and evaluated films at the same time. Experiments took place in a square 95 m 2 auditorium designed specifically for audio-visual presentations. The auditorium had black-painted walls and sound insulation panels installed on the walls and ceiling. Lights were switched off during the experiment, with the exception of dim lights at the rear wall that were used to provide sufficient lighting for responding to the questionnaires using pen and paper. Film media were projected on a wide 8.5 m × 5.5 m silver screen using Eiki LC-SX4 L video projector at its native horizontal ratio of 1280 pixels and a vertical resolution that depended on each film's aspect ratio (e.g., 1280 × 720 pixels for a film with 1.78:1 aspect ratio). VLC Player software (http://www.videolan.org/vlc/) running on a desktop PC was used for handling all stimulus display. Participants were positioned in several rows located approximately 5-9 m from the screen. Film sound tracks were played back using a 5.1 multichannel audio system at a loud but comfortable sound volume level.
After arrival, participants were welcomed to the experiment, given written instructions, and asked to fill a background questionnaire and an informed consent form. The instructions were repeated verbally, after which participants completed two practice trials for two excerpts from a cartoonish animated film, Brave (Sarafian et al., 2012) , and a conventional film using photorealistic CGI effects, Tron: Legacy (Bailey et al., 2010) . These stimuli were not included in the main study. After the practice, participants were encouraged to ask clarifications for any unclear questions. Films were presented in one of three pseudo-randomized orders depending on the experimental group, with the restriction that no more than two films of the same type could be presented in succession. Each film trial began with the presentation of a blank screen (random duration between 1-3 s), presentation of the film title (3 s), and a short description of the film (M=19 words, range 16-22 words; duration 15 s). After this, the four film clips were presented one after another. Clips were presented in the same order as they occurred in the original film, except in one case in which modifying this order made the narrative easier to understand (film H4; see Table S2 ). A blank screen was presented at the beginning of each clip (1-3 s). After the video clip, blank screen was presented again (for 1-3 s), after which a verbal request for evaluating the emotional contents of the clip was shown (20 s). After all clips had been evaluated, a new verbal request for evaluating the whole film was presented (75 s). Brief flashes from white to black (5 s) were displayed at the end of all verbal requests to draw the participants' attention back to the screen.
After evaluating all films, participants were given a verbal debriefing of the UV phenomenon and the purpose of the study, and asked to fill a post-experimental evaluation questionnaire. Specifically, participants were asked to indicate whether they had been familiar with the UV hypothesis before this study (yes/no choice). Additionally, participants were presented thumbnail pictures of film characters, and were asked to select those characters which in their opinion were the most eerie in the sense of the UV phenomenon (or to skip this task if none of them were). Participants were also able to provide open feedback on the film viewing or experimental arrangements in writing. After postevaluation, participants were debriefed and thanked for their participation. In total, the experiment lasted approximately one-and-a-half hours.
Measured variables
Dependent variables
Dependent variables consisted of explicit eeriness selection, human-likeness, likability, strangeness, eeriness, and subjective classification difficulty. Explicit eeriness selection was adopted from the postexperimental questionnaire and coded dichotomously (0=not selected, 1=selected). Other evaluations were rated on a 7-step Likert scale ranging from total disagreement to total agreement during the experiment. Human-likeness consisted of three items (Cronhbach's α=0.89): the extent to which the character appeared genuinely human, cartoonish, and exaggerated (the two last items were reverse-coded). For likability, three items were evaluated (α=0.90): the extent to which the character appeared aesthetic and pleasant, and the extent to which the participant liked the character's appearance. Eeriness was evaluated using three items: the extent to which the character appeared strange, unsettling, and eerie; however, because of poor reliability (α=0.64), strangeness was dropped from this scale. After this change, the scale had an acceptable reliability (α=0.70 and R=0.58). Classification difficulty referred to the subjective assessment of the extent to which the character was "difficult to classify as being computer-animated or human". Human-likeness, likability, and eeriness items were averaged to form aggregate indexes. Strangeness was included as a separate dependent variable. evaluations refer to the "Metascore" metric (range 0-100) and individuals' evaluations refer to average ratings from the Metacritic users (range 0-10). Film arousal (mean across clips) C FilmConfusingness
Confusingness of film events C CharFamiliarity
Familiarity with character C CharIntentLikability
Character's intentional likability C CharIntentEeriness
Character's intentional eeriness C Note. UV-Uncanny valley. a Variables with prefix "Part" varied only across participants, whereas variables with prefixes "Film" and "Char" also varied across films and characters. b Number of levels; "C" if continuous. Table 3 shows tested confound variables. Mean values for confound variables by film type are available in Table 4 . Confound variables for participants included gender, animation expertise, the frequency of viewing animated films or animated television series, and previous familiarity with the UV hypothesis. Participants were asked to evaluate their animation expertise by rating the extent to which they considered themselves computer animation experts, had studied computer animation, and had worked with computer animations (three items; α=0.79). The ratings were made on a scale ranging from 1 (none at all) to 5 (very much). Animation viewing frequency was evaluated on a scale ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (daily). Previous familiarity with the UV was adopted from the post-evaluation questionnaire and coded dichotomously (0=not familiar, 1=familiar).
Confound variables
Confound variables for the films included likability, emotional contents in terms of valence and arousal, film familiarity, and film confusingness. Participants evaluated their liking of each film on a 7step scale ranging from total disagreement to total agreement. Valence and arousal were evaluated separately for each film clip using 9-step pictorial scales similar to the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) (Bradley and Lang, 1994) , and averaged across the film clips for each film. The valence scale ranged from unpleasantness to pleasantness, and the arousal scale ranged from low to high visceral arousal. Participants were explicitly instructed to evaluate their own authentic reactions to film events rather than emotions expressed by the film actors or emotions intentionally conveyed by the film producers. Film familiarity was coded dichotomously (0=participant had not seen and 1=participant had seen the film previously; missing values were replaced with zeros). Confusingness of film events was evaluated on a 7-step scale from total disagreement to total agreement.
Confound variables for film characters included familiarity, intentional likability, and intentional eeriness. Specifically, participants evaluated on a 7-step scale ranging from total disagreement to total agreement their previous familiarity with each character and the extent to which they thought the character had been intended to appear "likable" or "strange, eerie, and/or unsettling" by the film producers.
Analyses
Because the present data violated the homoscedasticity and sphericity assumptions of ANOVA (i.e., both film types and films had heterogeneous variances and covariances), the data were analyzed using Linear Mixed Model (LMM) procedure, which can be considered as a generalization of ANOVA analysis (for tutorials, see Hayes, 2006; Hoffman and Rovine, 2007; Quené and van den Bergh, 2004) . Importantly, the present approach also made it possible to include continuous confound variables that varied both at the level of participants and individual stimuli (Hoffman and Rovine, 2007) . We adopted LMM procedure with restricted maximum-likelihood estimation in SPSS (version 23). Fixed effects included film type, individual film (nested within film type), experimental group, and interaction between film type and group. Film type was included as a random variable with unspecified covariance matrix (UN), which allowed modeling the presence of heterogeneous variances and covariances for different film types (Snijders and Bosker, 1999) . Simpler covariance matrices were used when they improved the model fit over UN or in case of convergence problems. To allow heterogeneous variances across individual films, diagonal error covariance matrix was additionally specified for films across participants. 1 Importantly, main findings from the present analyses did not differ from those that would have been obtained using conventional ANOVA analyses (Table S3) . Furthermore, conservative model fit statistics indicated that the present mixed model specifications provided better fit to the data than simpler models resembling ANOVA, and that the inclusion of confounds further improved model fit over the original models (Table S4) .
Because dichotomous variables could not be modeled using LMM procedure, explicit eeriness selections were analyzed using the Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) procedure in SPSS. This procedure is an extension of LMM that allows modeling non-normally distributed dependent variables via a specific link function between the variable and model predictors. Binomial distribution was specified for the dichotomous responses, and probit link function was selected based on the best model fit. Human actors, which were practically never selected as eerie (with only two individual exceptions) were excluded from this analysis. Compound symmetry error covariance matrix was specified for films across participants. 2 Table 5 shows statistical analysis results for film type and film effects. Mean values for dependent variables by film type are shown in Table 6 and illustrated in Fig. 2 . The effect of film type was statistically significant for all dependent variables. Human actors received significantly higher human-likeness ratings than semirealistic animations, which received significantly higher human-likeness ratings than car-toonish animations, 95% CIs for the differences [1.91, 2.41] and [2.14, 2.66]. Hence, the present film selection evoked expected changes in human-likeness.. Hypothesis H1 predicted that after being explained the UV concept, the participants would explicitly select semirealistic animations as eerie more often than the other films. In support of this hypothesis, participants selected semirealistic characters significantly more often as eerie than cartoonish animations, 95% CI for the difference [24%, 42%]. Human actors, which were excluded from this analysis, were practically never selected as eerie (M < 1%).
Results
Unadjusted results
Hypotheses H2a and H2b made opposite predictions for the effects of film type on the likability and eeriness of film characters. Likability ratings failed to support neither one of these hypotheses: although semirealistic animations received slightly higher likability ratings than cartoonish animations, this difference was not statistically significant (p=0.191), 95% CI [−0.07, 0.36]. Human actors received higher likability ratings than cartoonish and semirealistic animations, 95% CIs for the differences [0.46, 0.88] and [0.32, 0.73]. Strangeness ratings supported hypothesis H2a, which predicted decreasing strangeness across increasing human-likeness. That is, cartoonish animations evoked significantly higher strangeness ratings than semirealistic animations, which evoked significantly higher strangeness ratings than human actors, 95% CIs for the differences [0.36, 0.94] and [0.66, 1.29]. Eeriness ratings provided support for hypothesis H2b: semirealistic animations evoked significantly higher eeriness ratings than either cartoonish animations or human actors, 95% CIs for the differences [0.00, 0.25] and [0.05, 0.35].
Hypothesis H3 predicted that semirealistic animations would be more difficult to classify as human or nonhuman than the other film types. Subjective evaluations supported this hypothesis: Semirealistic animations received higher classification difficulty ratings than cartoonish animations and human actors, 95% CIs for the differences [1.24, 1.76] and [1.54, 2.03]. Table 3 were tested both individually and jointly for inclusion in the adjusted analysis of each dependent variable. Main effects were tested for film and character confounds, and interaction effects with film type were tested for participant confounds (main effects were always included for significant interactions but considered unimportant by themselves). Random term across participants was always included for film and character confounds when estimable (cf. Kenny et al., 2006, p. 349 probit units. Joint confound model specification was made loosely on the basis of Snijders and Bosker (1999) ; however, forward-rather than backwardselection was used for parsimony (Janssen, 2012; Nezlek, 2008) . Models were built by the stepwise addition of significant individual confounds (Table S5 ). In each step, the considered confound was added only if the more complex model showed a better fit to the data (as measured with AICC or QICC criterion) and if its effect remained statistically significant (p < 0.05). Film and character confounds were tested before participant confounds; otherwise, confounds were tested in the order of the best model fit. Only the better fitting variable out of intentional likability and eeriness confounds (CharIntLikability/ Eeriness) was included for any dependent variable.
Confound selection
Confound variables in
Adjusted results
As can be seen in Table 7 , the effect of film type remained statistically significant for all dependent variables even after the best fitting confounds were included jointly into the statistical analyses. The pattern of significant differences between film types also remained similar for all dependent variables with the exception of likability (Table 8) . Specifically, after adjustment for confounds, cartoonish animations now received significantly lower likability ratings than semirealistic animations, 95% CI for the difference [0.08, 0.42], thereby tentatively supporting hypothesis H2a.
To better understand the above change and to test the effects of confounds that were excluded from the joint models, we next tested the effect of each confound variable in Table S5 individually. Findings from these individual analyses are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The change in likability ratings was explained by the inclusion of either FilmLikability or FilmValence confound. Specifically, the difference between semirealistic and cartoonish animations became significant after adjustment for FilmLikability (M=4.82 and 4.53; SD=0.75 and 0.70; p=0.004) or FilmValence (M=4.76 and 4.46; SD=0.88 and 0.79; p=0.012), 95% CIs for the difference [0.10, 0.49] and [0.07, 0.53]. Although eeriness results from unadjusted and joint confound models were similar (Tables 6, 8) , the difference between semirealistic and cartoonish animations narrowly missed significance after the individual inclusion of either FilmLikability (M=1.50 and 1.38; SD=0.61 and 0.54; p=0.053) or FilmValence (M=1.51 and 1.40; SD=0.74 and 0.65; p=0.081) confound, 95% CIs for the difference [−0.00, 0.25] and [−0.01, 0.24]. However, the difference between semirealistic and cartoonish animations remained marginally significant (p < 0.10) and qualitatively similar to unadjusted results. Furthermore, the difference between semirealistic and cartoonish animations was again significant after adjustment for CharIntEeriness confound (M=1.53 and 1.33; SD=0.55 and 0.41; p=0.002), 95% CI [0.08, 0.33]. Intentional eeriness ratings showed a larger correlation with eeriness ratings than either film likability or valence (Section 3.2). Importantly, when both CharIntEeriness and FilmLikability were included jointly, the difference between semirealistic and cartoonish animations was significant (M=1.51 and 1.33; SD =0.54 and 0.41; p=0.003), 95% CI [0.06, 0.31]..
Individual films
As can be seen in Table 5 , the effect of individual films was significant for all dependent variables. Given that pairwise comparisons between films were considered exploratory, correction for multiple comparisons was not applied in pairwise comparisons between films. Three human actors that were never selected as eerie could originally not be included in the GEE analysis because of its probit link function did not allow zero values for predictors. To include all films into this analysis, three randomly selected responses for human actors were changed from "not selected" to "selected" for the pairwise film comparison.
Pairwise differences between individual films are illustrated in Fig. 4 . As expected, human actors received higher human-likeness ratings than semirealistic characters, which received higher ratings than cartoonish characters. Character likability ratings for individual films were inconsistent within the same film types and did hence not provide clear evidence in favour of either hypothesis H2a or H2b. Strangeness ratings were consistent with hypothesis H2a: human actors tended to receive the lowest ratings, cartoonish characters received the highest ratings (except for C5), and semirealistic characters tended to fall in between them. All eeriness ratings were close to floor values with few significant differences between them; however, in Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses. Means in each row sharing a common subscript are not statistically different at α=0.05. Explicit selection was recorded dichotomously, and all other variables were recorded on a 7-step scale ranging from total disagreement to total agreement. a Adjusted values are identical to unadjusted values. b Adjusted values were not calculated. support of hypothesis H2b, film R3 (Beowulf) received higher eeriness ratings (M=2.03, SD=1.39) than any other film. Consistently with hypothesis H3, semirealistic characters received higher classification difficulty ratings than other characters (with one nonsignificant difference between R2 and C5). Explicit selections were consistent with hypothesis H1, given that semirealistic characters received the highest selection rates (with two nonsignificant pairwise differences R5-C2 and R5-C4). After sequential Holm-Bonferroni correction (Holm, 1979) for multiple comparisons, film R2 (Polar Express) was selected significantly more often (M=67%, SD=45%; corrected ps < 0.002) than any other film except R3 (Beowulf; M=50%, SD=52%; corr. p=1.00), and R3 (Beowulf) was selected significantly more often than any other cartoonish or human film (corr. ps < 0.001).
Result patterns for individual films remained qualitatively similar after adjustment for confounds (joint confound models). In particular, film R3 (Beowulf) still received higher eeriness ratings (M=1.78, SD=0.96) than all other films (uncorrected ps < 0.04) with the exception of R2 (M=1.63, SD=1.19; uncorr. p=0.357 ) and the marginally nonsignificant exception of H1 (M=1.51, SD=0.59; uncorr. p=0.054) . Similarly, after correction for multiple comparisons, film R2 (Polar Express) was still selected as eerie significantly more often than any other film (M=68%, SD=48%; corr. ps < 0.006) except for R3 (Beowulf; M=58%, SD=58%; corr. p=1.00), and film R3 was selected as eerie significantly more often (corr. ps < 0.004) than any other cartoonish or human-acted film.
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, the present investigation is the first comprehensive attempt to evaluate the UV hypothesis for animated film characters. Specifically, we collected a comprehensive sample of semirealistic film characters animated with motion-capture techniques as well as a matched sample of cartoonish characters and human actors, and we then asked participants to rate these materials with respect to conventional self-report items used in previous UV research. Participants were also asked to explicitly select the most representative film characters for the UV phenomenon in a post-experimental evaluation. Mixed model analyses were carried out in an attempt to control for most plausible confounds in film stimuli. Explicit selections and eeriness ratings provided positive support for the UV hypothesis; however, likability and strangeness ratings appeared to provide opposite evidence that increasing human-likeness elicits more positive evaluations in a monotonically increasing manner.
We originally considered that matching semirealistic animated characters correctly with the UV concept in the explicit selection task would be a necessary prerequisite for demonstrating the UV in animated films. Although this finding is not sufficient by itself to demonstrate the UV, implicit eeriness evaluations supported these findings. Because participants received a full briefing of the UV concept and made the explicit selections only after the rating experiment, it is not possible that the eeriness ratings would have been influenced by the explicit selection task. The present confound analyses also failed to show significant eeriness rating differences between participants who knew and who did not know the UV concept prior to this study. Eeriness rating difference between semirealistic and cartoonish animations became nonsignificant when either film likability or film valence were included individually as confound variables; however, the difference remained marginally significant, and again reached significance in the best fitting joint confound model.
Our other evaluations provided the seemingly inconsistent results that cartoonish characters, not semirealistic ones, appear the least likable and the strangest out of the different film characters. A shortcoming of likability results is that cartoonish characters received lower likability ratings than semirealistic characters only after the evaluations were adjusted for either film likability or film valence confounds. This change clearly resulted from the fact that cartoonish films were considered more likable than semirealistic films, and that the appearance of characters in more likable films also tended to be more likable (the same pattern held true for film valence). Once the evaluations were adjusted for this pattern, the likability of cartoonish characters decreased and the likability of semirealistic characters increased, leading to a significant relative difference. Given that the original difference was not significant, however, this finding could have been a spurious effect caused by the confound adjustment. Strangeness, on the other hand, was considered separately from eeriness in the present study only because the combined index suffered from inadequate reliability. Although strangeness has been used in some previous studies either alone (e.g., Mäkäräinen et al., 2014) or as an opposite end to "familiarity" (e.g., MacDorman, 2006; Tinwell et al., 2011) , it is not as commonly used as eeriness or likability. Furthermore, tentative evidence exists that eeriness or creepiness would better capture the emotional aspects of UV than strangeness, which itself can be considered more cognitive in nature . The cognitive nature of strangeness could explain the apparently counterintuitive finding that cartoonish animated characters, which according to common sense should have appeared the most appealing, on the contrary were considered the most strange. Specifically, higher strangeness ratings could have resulted from the cognitive observation that cartoonish characters were exaggerated beyond human norms (cf. the principle of exaggeration in traditional animation; Lasseter, 1987) . That cartoonish animations received the highest intentional eeriness ratings is also consistent with this interpretation. In general, eeriness seems to map more directly into Mori's (1970 Mori's ( /2012 original concepts than is the case for likability (cf. Bartneck et al., 2009; Ho and MacDorman, 2010; MacDorman and Chattopadhyay, 2016) . Given that the unadjusted likability ratings did not differ between cartoonish and semirealistic characters and the strangeness findings could be explained away as a predominantly cognitive effect, the present findings hence do not support the prediction that the positivity of evaluations increases monotonically across human-likeness, as has been observed in several previous studies (Burleigh et al., 2013; Cheetham et al., 2014; Looser and Wheatley, 2010; MacDorman et al., 2009; Piwek et al., 2014; Seyama and Nagayama, 2007; Thompson et al., 2011) . Instead, explicit selections and eeriness ratings provided positive evidence for the prediction that semirealistic animations elicit more negative evaluations than cartoonish or human-acted films. These results are consistent with some previous studies that have demonstrated UV for controlled (Experiment 2 in Burleigh et al., 2013; Ferrey et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2013) and naturalistic stimuli (Mathur and Reichling, 2016; Poliakoff et al., 2013) , and they are also consistent with similar findings for video game and other digital characters (e.g., McDonnell et al., 2012; Schneider and Yang, 2007; Tinwell et al., 2010) . The present results can hence be taken as positive evidence for the UV hypothesis in animated film characters.
According to the participants' subjective evaluations, semirealistic animated characters were more difficult to categorize than cartoonish animated characters or human actors. These results tentatively support the notion that semirealistic animated characters are more categorically ambiguous than cartoonish animated characters or human actors. This evidence is only tentative, however, because (i) categorical ambiguity was not included as an independent variable in the experimental design and (ii) categorical perception could not be tested formally with the present film stimuli. Previous categorical perception studies have demonstrated that gradual human-likeness continua are indeed perceived categorically (Cheetham et al., 2011; Looser and Wheatley, 2010) . However, categorical perception studies have not yet demonstrated that the most ambiguous stimuli would elicit negative reactions (Cheetham et al., 2014; Looser and Wheatley, 2010) .
Although some previous studies have demonstrated that intermediate levels between artificial and natural stimuli elicit the most negative evaluations (Burleigh et al., 2013; Ferrey et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2013) , a recent study comparing perceptual mismatch and categorization difficulty hypotheses did not support this finding (MacDorman and Chattopadhyay, 2016).
A disadvantage of natural research stimuli is that total control over all confounding factors is not possible. In the present study, almost all of the considered confound variables differed between film type categories despite our attempts to match the films across categories to the extent possible. In the present mixed model approach, however, we were able to test whether these confounds influenced our results and to reduce their effects accordingly. Confound analyses demonstrated several confound effects. In particular, characters' intentional appearance (whether they had been intended to appear likable or eerie) was strongly associated with the film characters' likability, strangeness, and eeriness. On the other hand, although participants' evaluations of films and film characters should have been separated from each other, in reality we observed a strong association between the overall likability of films and the likability of film characters' appearance, in particular.
As discussed above, the inclusion of confound factors had some effects on the pattern of significant results. First, likability ratings differed significantly between semirealistic and cartoonish animations only after the results were adjusted for film likability or film valence. This change was not considered important, given that our purpose was to use confound factors to exclude their effects on otherwise significant results rather than to identify new ones. Second, similar difference for eeriness ratings narrowly missed significance after the inclusion of either of these confounds. However, after intentional eeriness, which had the greatest influence on eeriness ratings out of the tested confounds, was included in the confound model either individually or jointly with other confounds, the original difference became substantially larger. Hence, eeriness findings were not changed when all of the important confounds were taken into consideration. Eeriness findings were not changed by any other plausible confounds, which increased our confidence in their validity. The present mixed model approach also allowed considering differences between individual films. Two semirealistic films, The Polar Express (Goetzman et al., 2004) and Beowulf (Rapke et al., 2007) , received the highest explicit selection percentages in postexperimental evaluations. These findings survived conservative correction for multiple comparisons and were hence robust. More exploratory findings demonstrated that Beowulf also received higher eeriness ratings than any other film, whereas the remaining semirealistic films did not differ clearly from other films. This suggests that the present eeriness findings may have been driven mainly by the film Beowulf. Interestingly, the main character in Beowulf also received the highest human-likeness ratings and it tended to receive the highest classification difficulty ratings (Fig. 4) , which suggests that this film may best fit the UV hypothesis out of the studied animated characters. This interpretation should be taken with some caution, however, given that it is based on exploratory analyses.
We consider several methodological limitations for the present findings. First, our findings supporting the UV hypothesis rely on explicit selections and eeriness self-report items that could both be criticized. Although explicit selections provided robust results, we cannot fully exclude the possible influence of demand characteristics. Specifically, it is possible that participants perceived the UV phenomenon in semirealistic films only after they had been explicitly told about this concept. Eeriness ratings, on the other hand, tended to be close to minimum for all film types. This floor effect could have weakened any genuine effects in the experimental stimuli, either in favour or against the UV hypothesis. More importantly, the term "eeriness" is not as theoretically justified for studying emotional responses as for example conventional emotion self-report items (cf. Cheetham et al., 2015) . However, it should be noticed that our goal was to test the UV hypothesis in its present form. The adopted self-report items, eeriness in particular, were hence well-motivated because they are consistent with Mori's original formulation (Mori, 1970 (Mori, /2012 and recent empirical studies.
Another limitation is that only five semirealistic films (fifteen in total) survived our preselection procedure. Given the relatively small number of films, we were for example not able to include an equal number of male and female characters into the study. Notably, the three female characters received the highest likability ratings (R1, C5, and H2 in Fig. 4 ), which suggests that character gender was an uncontrolled confound in the present study. Importantly, gender distribution was matched across film types, however, which means that it could not have influenced the observed differences between film types. A further potential limitation is that all semirealistic stimuli were relatively easy to categorize as nonhuman. This is a limitation because more realistic stimuli could have led to more robust UV findings. During piloting, we experimented with some feature films that have used photorealistic CGI techniques to reconstruct real actors' faces, namely The Curious Case of Benjamin Button (Chaffin et al., 2008) and Tron: Legacy (Bailey et al., 2010) . However, we decided not to include such stimuli in the final experiment, given that we were not able to gather enough photorealistic film material for this additional film type category. The present approach can be justified by the decision to include as homogeneous research stimuli to the evaluation as possible here, a comprehensive sample of fully animated films using motioncapture technologies and aiming intentionally at (semi)realistic characters. Furthermore, it can be argued that more realistic animations would not have been strictly necessary, as the present semirealistic animations already provided evidence for the UV phenomenon.
We also acknowledge that the statistical power of the present analyses may have been limited by the small participant and stimulus samples. Although the mixed model analyses were reasonably similar to conventional variance analysis, they also included additional fixed and random parameters for individual films and film types. On the other hand, adopting conventional variance analysis would not have changed the present statistical conclusions, and the more complex analyses were justified by a better fit to the data. Regardless of the adopted analysis paradigm, however, statistical power may have been an issue for the confound analyses because full retrospective control over all uncontrolled confound variables is clearly not possible, especially for the present small number of films surviving the preselection. Future studies should, when possible, consider using larger stimulus sets to average out confound effects originating from individual stimuli.
In the present study, participants viewed film materials with subtitles shown at the bottom part of the screen in their native language. This methodological decision can be justified in terms of ecological validity because viewing foreign films with subtitles was the predominant norm for our participants. Subtitles also reduced the cognitive effort of having to follow spoken narrative in a nonnative language. Although it is possible that subtitles drew some attention away from the animated characters, this effect should at worst have weakened the present observed effects. In particular, it is unlikely that the presence of subtitles would explain the obtained positive findings for explicit selections or eeriness ratings. A technical limitation is that we displayed the present film materials at a lower resolution (standardrather than high-definition) than would be customary in the cinema Similarly as above, this effect should have weakened the observed effects rather than caused them. It is also noteworthy that, even though some of our participants were knowledgeable about films and display technologies, display resolution issues were not explicitly mentioned in any of the participants' open feedback.
Taken together, the present findings demonstrate that semirealistic animated films are more eerie than cartoonish or human-acted films. Although an anecdotal connection between specific animated films and the UV hypothesis has been presented repeatedly, and some previous studies have included such films as research stimuli (e.g., Flach et al., 2012; Ho and MacDorman, 2010) , to the best of our knowledge no previous studies have yet explicitly compared semirealistic animated films against matched film stimuli. Hence, the present findings are important because they provide empirical evidence for the previously anecdotal connection between semirealistic animated films and the UV. The findings are also important because they provide additional support for the UV hypothesis itself, whose empirical evidence has remained inconsistent. In addition to the limitations discussed above, it should be noticed that all animated films in the present study, including semirealistic ones, received low eeriness ratings. This overall floor effect suggests that the subjective experience of the UV in animated film characters still requires further elaboration. Nevertheless, the present findings suggest that the negative emotional experiences elicited by some animated film charactersin particular The Polar Express and Beowulfare worthy of further research attention.
